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In 2020, supply chain leaders around the world experienced an uptick in demand, while also grappling 
with labor shortages in their warehouses and elsewhere in the chain. Materials could not move out of 
the warehouse quickly enough. Companies struggled to keep pace with demand while facing 
shortages of ... everything! 

Today, executives say there is still excess tension in the picking, packing, replenishment, transport, 
and shipping of goods.  Is automation the answer to facility-wide material movement?  

What are companies doing to create a reliable, flexible, and cost-effective 
solution in their warehouses today?

Gatepoint Research surveyed more than 100 warehousing experts across the 3PL, Healthcare, 
Retail, and Industrial sectors to find out.*
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While a small number of respondents list a host of reasons why they feel automating with 
robotics may not be suitable for their warehouse operation, the vast majority (86%!) are ready 
to discuss the benefits they might derive.
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Locus Robotics designs and builds innovative autonomous mobile robots that work collaboratively 
alongside workers in the fast-paced logistics and fulfillment industries. Workers can pick 2x – 3x 
faster with near 100% accuracy, delivering higher productivity and a better workplace. Built by logistics 
experts for logistics experts, Locus robotics is the number one choice of global brands to meet the 
demands of the world’s most dynamic warehouses.
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*Management levels represented:     6% CxO     21% VP     67% Director     6% Senior Manager
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https://locusrobotics.com/get-started/inquiry/?form-type=inquiry

